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ABSTRACT: A composite membrane system, constituted by two cellulose membranes 
and an aqueous solution of poly(ethylene oxide) (liquid membrane), was used to investi
gate the transport phenomena occurring when a thermal difference was applied. At the 
steady state, pressures were measured (ca. 6.0 x 106 dyn cm-2) far higher than those reached 
in ordinary thermoosmosis experiments. In order to explain these unusual effects a 
model was proposed in which the contribution of the polymeric liquid membrane was 
taken into account. The thermodynamics of irreversible processes was used to derive 
the composite membrane phenomenological equations containing both the classical 
thermoosmosis and the thermal diffusion as particular cases. In this paper the observed 
phenomena were indicated as "pseudothermoosmosis." The flow of matter, phenome
nological coefficients and heat of transport were also measured. For the activation 
energy a value of 3.91 kcal mol-1 was found, indicating the diffusive nature of the 
solvent flow through the composite membrane. 
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Transport phenomena occurring across mem
branes separating two solutions of identical 

composition, kept at two different temperatures, 

have already been studied, and they are known 
as thermoosmotic effects.1- 4 

called "permeability constant," L 22 is the 

"thermal conductivity," L 12 and L 21 are cross

coefficients for which the Onsager reciprocal 

The temperature difference (LIT) between the 

two semicelles of constant volume separated by 

a membrane, causes a flow of matter JM which 

is called "thermoosmotic flow." At the steady

state a pressure difference (Lip), called "thermo
osmotic pressure," is established. Coupled to 

the flow of matter JM is a heat flow Jq. The 

thermodynamics of irreversible processes can be 

used to treat such a nonisothermal system by 
the phenomenological equations1- 4 

V 1 
JM= -L11-Lip-L12-2LIT ( 1) 

Tm Tm 

V 1 
J =-L21-Lip-L22-LIT ( 2) 
q Tm T m 2 

where v is the specific volume of the permeant, 

Tm is the mean temperature, L 11 is related to 
the permeation through the membrane, and is 

relation applies. 

( 3) 

The ratio L 12/L11 , called "heat of transport," 
is indicated by Q*: 

Q*=L12=-VTm(LIP) (4) 
L 11 LIT JM~o 

The equations stated above are valid for 

systems in which the membrane is thin enough 
and behaves inertly, just like a separating wall 

with a certain permeability to the solvent 
molecules. 

The chemical potential difference in the equa
tion defining the driving force for the flow of 
matter will be in this case reduced to 

LIµ=VLip-SLIT ( 5) 

in which S is the specific entropy. 
Experiments carried out by several research

ers5-12 show that the amplitude of the thermo-
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osmotic effect is very small, being in the range 
of a few centimeters of water. By replacing 
the single cellulose membrane with a composite 
membrane system behaving not inertly under 
the temperature gradient imposed, we could 
observe a 60-fold amplification of the thermo
osmotic effect. 13 

We define as composite membrane a system 
in which a solution of macromolecule is kept 
between two cellulose membranes permeable to 
the solvent only. 

The aim of the present paper is to verify if 
the phenomenological eq l and 2 describing the 
classical thermoosmosis could be applied to the 
composite membrane system. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 
Poly(ethylene oxide). The poly(ethylene oxide) 

(PEO) used in our experiments was purchased 
from Fluka A.G. The average molecular weight 
was 20,000. 
Membranes 

We have used dialysis membranes A.H. 
Thomas Co. N°4465-A2 of pure cellulose, with 
approximately 0.1% of sulfur. The pore di
ameter was 48 A, and the thickness 100 µm. 

The molecular weight cut off was 12,000. 

Apparatus 
A drawing of the experimental apparatus may 

be seen in Figure 1. It consisted of 
-a plexiglass cylindrical chamber (LM) 4-mm 

thick, with the inner diameter of 30 mm, filled 
with a PEO aqueous solution; 

~two cellulose membranes (m1, m2) on both 
sides of LM; 

-two solvent reservoirs (R 1 , R 2) equipped with 
heating jackets (h1, h2) connected to two 
thermostats. The reservoir R 2 was kept at 
the lower temperature in order to minimize 
convective flows; 

-a movable solvent reservoir R 3 , connected to 
R2 by means of a tube with a diameter of 
3 mm, to keep constant the hydrostatic pres
sure on the lower side of m2. 
To avoid leakages, rubber rings were used 

between the reservoirs and the membranes. 
The apparatus allowed no leakage up to about 
20 atmospheres. 
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Figure 1. Experimental apparatus: R1, R2, R3, 
solvent reservoirs; hi, h2, heating jackets; m1, m2, 

cellulose membranes; LM, plexiglass chamber 
containing the polymer solution. 

Pressure Measurements 
Pressure transducers, supplied by Bell & 

Howell Ltd. and mercury capillary manometers 
were used for pressure measurements. The 
instrumental error was in any case lower than 
±1 mmHg. 

Flow Measurements 
The solvent flow was measured by mean.s of a 

horizontal capillary 50-cm long with an internal 
diameter of l mm. In order to minimize the 
solvent evaporation, cold water was allowed to 
circulate inside a transparent mantle winding 
the capillary. 

Temperature Dijf erence Measurements 
The difference of temperature on the two sides 

of the composite membrane was determined by 
means of calibration curves obtained by meas
uring T 1 and T 2 on a test cell and varying the 
thermostats temperatures. The temperature 
measurements were carried out with copper
constantan thermocouples placed on the two 
membranes m1 and m2. The thermostats stability 
was within ±0.05°C. The experimental error 
to be attributed to the temperature difference 
measurements is ±0,5°C. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

All our experiments were carried out at a 
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Figure 2. Dependence of the pseudothermoosmotic pressure n* upon the tempera
ture difference LlT applied to the composite membrane. 

mean temperature T m=43.4°C and PEO con
centration c=2.0% inside the chamber LM. 
By applying a temperature difference LIT to the 
composite membrane, the direction of the flow 
of matter JM, under the above experimental 
conditions, was found to be from the cold R2 

to the hot R 1 side of the system (see Figure 1) 
and the pressure reached to the steady state was 
measured on R 1 . In Figure 2 the dependence 
on LIT of the steady-state pressure, thereafter 
indicated as "pseudothermoosmotic" pressure 
ir*, is reported. As it can be seen, the values 
of ir*, reached by using a composite membrane 
system, are, as previously verified, far higher 
than those measured by other authors5- 12 with 
simple cellulose membranes. The trend in 
Figure 2 clearly shows, within the limits of the 
experimental errors, a linear dependence of the 
"pseudothermoosmotic" pressure with LIT. In 
Figure 3 JM is plotted vs. LIT, for two different 
hydrostatic pressures applied to the system. 

As it may be seen, a linear dependence of 
JM on LIT, in both the conditions of hydrostatic 
pressure applied, is shown. This means that it 
is possible to write for JM an equation as 

( 6) 

20.0 

" -, 
15.Q 
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Figure 3. Dependence of the flow of matter JM 
upon the temperature difference LlT applied to the 
composite membrane: O, applied hydrostatic pres
sure p=0dyncm-2; D, p=l.765xl05 dyncm-2 • 

which is of the same type of eq describing the classical thermoosmosis. 
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It must be emphasized that in our case the 

flow direction was from the cold to the hot side 

of the composite membrane which holds for the 
positive sign of JM, while in usual thermoosmosis 

experiments5- 12 it is opposite to that observed 
by us, at least in the range of the ,JT applied. 

We have then checked the flow direction in 
the case in which pure solvent was inside LM. 

The measured flow of matter was JM= -6.1 x 10-7 

g sec-1 cm-2, roughly in agreement with the 

Rastogi's12 measurements. This evidence strongly 

supports the hypothesis that, in the case of com
posite membranes, the effect depends on the 

physicochemical properties of the solution used 
as liquid membrane. In order to explain the 
phenomenon, we have examined two possible 

models: a, structural gradient liquid membrane 
model; b, "thermodiffusive" membrane model. 

The first one is based on the assumption that 
some kind of structure arises in the PEO-water 

system, because of its thermodynamic character-
1st1cs. Under the temperature gradient the 
system should develop a structure gradient; in 
fact the hydrogen bonds, which are responsible 

this structural organization, are more stable 
at then at high temperature. The structural 

model (micellar, cluster) proposed for the PEO

water system by Elworthy and Florence14 should 
hold in this case. 

This hypothesis, however, seems to be insuf
ficient to account for the entity of the measured 
effect. 15 In fact the structure effect in the PEO
water solution is not so cooperative as in the 

case of the conformational transition from helix 

to coil, under pH gradient, of the polylysine 
used in the Liquori's composite membrane. 16 

The second hypothesis is based on a pheno
menon typical of closed, nonisothermal systems 

at one or more components, in a gas or liquid 

phase, i.e., the thermal diffusion, 1- 4 •17 or Soret 

effect for liquid phases. It consists in the 

formation of a concentration gradient under the 
influence of a temperature gradient. As we said 

above, this effect is peculiar of closed systems, 

therefore the phenomenon we have observed 
cannot be explained simply on these bases. As 

a matter of fact, in our system the two mem
branes m1 and m2 allow one of the two com

ponents, the solvent, to cross. The assumption 
we make is that thermal diffusion of the com-
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ponent which cannot cross m 1 and m2 occurs 

inside the composite membrane. A similar 

interpretation to experiments on polystyrene 
membranes swollen by toluene was given by 
Voellmy.18 Haase, as well, defining a membrane 

model as "solubility membrane, " 19 gives support 

to this idea. 
A possible theoretical model describing our 

membranes by means of the thermodynamics 
of irreversible processes will be now discussed. 
It is worthwhile, at this point, to emphasize 

that in such a membrane a considerable degree 
of freedom is present, compared to the thin 
cellulose membranes used in usual thermo
osmosis experiments. In the latter case, in fact, 

the membrane can be considered as a rigid 
framework in which the macromolecules are 

immobilized. In our system the two cellulose 

membranes m 1 and m2 have only the function 
of impermeable walls to the PEO macromolecules 

which, on the contrary, are free to move inside 

the "liquid membrane." The dissipation func
tion for the composite membrane can be writ
ten4·20 as the sum of the two separate dissipation 

functions at each membrane 

where Jq is the heat flow conjugate to the 

temperature difference LlT across both mem
branes m 1 and m2 • 

In the condition of stationary flow, the flow 

of matter JM1 of component 1, i.e., the solvent, 

must be the same throughout any part of the 

system, while the flow of matter JM2 of compo
nent 2, i.e., the macromolecule, is equal to zero, 

in that the membranes m1 and m2 are imper
meable to it. Llµ;,,1 and Llµ;,,2 are the chemical 
potential differences relative to component 1 
across each membrane m 1 and m2. By making 
the approximation that T01 =T;1 and T02=T12 , 

it will be possible to consider just the concen
tration and pressure-dependent parts of the 
chemical potential. The second terms of eq 7 

can then be rearranged to give 

JM1(LJµ~l +LJµ;,,2)=JM1[(µ~1-µi)+(µi2 -µ~2)] 

=JMi(LJµi21-LJµ~21) ( S) 
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In this expression the chemical potential dif
ferences across the "outside" 0 1 and 0 2, and 
the "inside" i1 and i2 replace those across m1 

and m2 • 

If the entropy production function a is used 
instead of the dissipation function ([), a driving 
force XM1 conjugate to the flow of component 1 
through the composite membrane will be given by 

X O xi ( L1µ~21) ( .dµ}21) ( 9) 
X Ml= Ml+ Ml= - Tm + Tm 

where X~ 1 is the driving force for the component 
1 acting between outside 1 and outside 2, with
out knowing anything about the inside of the 
membrane; X~ 1 is the driving force for the 
same component acting inside LM, between i1 

and i2. .dµ~21 and .dµ} 21 are the chemical 
potential differences ( concentration and pressure 
dependent) of the component 1 between the 
subsystems 0 2 and 0 1, and i2 and i1 , respectively. 
For X~ 1 we can write 

X~1=-(Jµ~21)= -VTm.dP021 (9') 
Tm Tm 

and for X~i, taking into account the composi
tion of the solution. 

xi =( .dµ} 21)=v (.dPi21 ) + _l (aµ/)LJc.1 
Ml Tm Tm Tm Tm ac/ l 

(9") 

An approximation is made by considering 
the specific volume of the permeant, in all the 
points of LM, equal to the specific volume at 
the mean temperature vTm 

XM1= -- VT (L1P -1.JP· )- - I.JC· J [ A (aµ/) A l] 
Tm m o21 '21 ac/ ' 

=--1-[vT (L1P0 -L1Pi )-RTmln(c!2)] 
Tm m 21 21 C1l 

(10) 
be. 1 1 Ing C02 = C01 , 

The force Xq which gives rise to the heat 
flow is 
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At this point it is necessary to make some 
considerations. Due to osmotic effects, the 
composite membrane reaches a mechanical 
equilibrium, corresponding to the maximum 
dilution of PEO inside LM, after a certain time. 
On the assumption that our system, under the 
influence of .dT, behaves as a thermal diffusive 
device for the macromolecule, .dPi21 may be 
neglected and it will be possible to substitute 
in the eq 12 and 13 

.dPi21=0 

c1 .dc1 
ln f =--fl=-KL1T 

Cil Ci 

(14) 

(15) 

K being a constant which relates linearly .de and 
.dT, and gives reason for the degree of separa
tion reached by the two components. The 
phenomenological equations will then assume 
the following form. 

~m 2 .dT 
JM1=-Lu-.dPo -(L12+LuKRT m )~2 (16) 

Tm 21 Tm 

By replacing with 

Li.2=L12+L11KRT m 2 

L:2=L22+L21KRT m 2 

the eq 16 and 17 become 

( 18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

It is worthwhile to point out that these equations 
contain indeed both the usual effects of thermo
osmosis and thermal diffusion as particular cases. 
In fact, if the system has a single component, 
K is zero and eq 20 becomes 

VTm .dT 
JM1=-L11Tm .dPo21 -L12Tm2 (22) 

which is identical to eq I. 
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of the system studied: R1, R2, solvent reser
voirs; m1, m2, cellulose membranes; LM, liquid membrane; 01, 02, thin layers of 
solution on the outside 1 and 2 of the composite membrane; ii, i2, thin layers on 
the inside 1 and 2 of the composite membrane; To1, Ti1, To2 , Ti 2 , temperatures on 

. . . 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 h · I ·1 f 01, 11, 02, 12,, µ01 , µi1, µ02 , µi 2 , µ01 , µi 1 , µ02 , µi 2, c em1ca potentia s o components 
I (solvent) and 2 (PEO) on 01, ii, 02, i2. 

In the same manner, if m1 and m2 in Figure 

4 are completely impermeable to both the com
ponents 1 and 2, and the system is in mechanical 

equilibrium conditions, eq 20 reduces to 

,JT 
JM1=-LuKR/JT-L 12~ 2 (23) 

Tm 

and applying the eq 15 

which is a simplified expression of the phenom
enological equation describing the Soret effect. 

At the steady state, for JM1=0, eq 20 gives 

( JP021) Lf2 1 Q* 

/JT JM1~0 =-~ VrmT--,:= - VrmT;,,_- (25) 

where, as for L12/Lu in usual thermoosmosis, 
the ratio L';.2/Lu has the meaning of a heat of 
transfer, thereafter indicated by the symbol Q* 

and 

(29) 

whereas Q;0 is the heat of transfer in usual 
thermoosmosis, Q;0 represents the heat of trans

fer for the thermal diffusion effect arising inside 
the liquid membrane. If the Soret coefficient 
ST is substituted to Kin eq 26, the eq 27 becomes 

(30) 

where Q;E is the heat of transfer for the Soret 
effect. It is to be noted that in the "pseudo
thermoosmotic" effect the direction of the flow 
of matter can be mainly due to the sign of K 
in eq 16. In our case, using the PEO water 
solution as liquid membrane, the sign of K must 
be negative, because of the heat of mixing of 
PEO in water: the mixing is exothermic. This 
means that, under the temperature gradient, 

the PEO will concentrate on the cold side of 

Eq 26 can be written as 

Q*=Q:o+Q;D 

being 

LM, making Jd21 < 0. In order to have a flow 
(26) of matter from the cold to the hot side of the 

system i.e., JM1 positive, the following relation 
must be verified. 

(27) 

(28) 
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(31) 

For K ranging between 10-5 and 10-3 deg-1, 

which is the range of the Soret coefficients found 
in the literature, 2 taking into account for L12 
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Figure 5. Dependence of Q* (0) and of JM (0) upon the mean temperature TM, 

and Lu the Rastogi's value, 12 eq 31 gives 

L12=4.02x 10-1 g sec-l K<LuSTRT m 2 

=7. l-c-6. 7 x 102 g sec-1 K 

In Figure 5, Q* is plotted against Tm· 
In Figure 6, the trends of Lu and L';'2 are 

shown vs. Tm· 
An Arrhenius plot obtained by measuring at 

different temperatures the flow of matter JM is 

15.C>~ 
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Figure 6. Dependence of L[?. (0) and of Lu (0) 
upon the mean temperature TM. 
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Figure 7. Arrhenius plot of the flow of matter 
JM for the solvent transport through the composite 
membrane. 
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shown in Figure 7. From it a value of 3.91 
kcal mol-1 is calculated for the apparent activa
tion energy. This is very close to that obtained 
by Lonsdale, Merten, and Riley 21 using simple 
cellulose acetate membranes and applying LIP 
as driving force. 

From this value of LIE* they deduce the 
diffusive nature of the flow of matter through 
the membrane. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As far as we know, this is the first time that a 
"composite membrane", which we have studied, 
has been used in thermoosmosis experiments. 

As we have already pointed out, the experi
ment we have presented in this paper cannot 
be described by means of the phenomenological 
equations given in the literature for the usual 
thermoosmosis. 5- 12 In fact, in the "pseudo
thermoosmotic" effects we have investigated, phe
nomena as those described of possible formation 
of structural gradients and of thermal diffusion 
may play a very critical role. The asymmetry 
character given to the composite membrane in 
nonisothermal conditions by all of these phe
nomena must be considered responsible of the 
observed effects. They can be described in terms 
of the irreversible processes thermodynamics by 
the equations derived in this paper. The main 
feature in this modeI is that the equations con
tain both the usual thermoosmosis and thermal 
diffusion effects as particular cases, so that they 
can be used as general equations to describe 
the transport effects arising in membranes under 
temperature gradient. 

A study of the pseudothermoosmotic pressures 
and flows dependence on the concentration of 
PEO inside the liquid membrane is the object 
of another communication.15 Particularly high 
values of ir* (ca. 14 kg cm-2) were observed in 
those trials. It is our opinion that the amplitude 
of the measured pseudothermoosmotic pressures 
is sufficient evidence for the importance of the 
solute-solvent interactions in membrane systems 
being far from equilibrium conditions. We think 
also that this kind of approach could be useful 
in the description of many biological membrane 
phenomena which now are explained just in 
terms of surface interactions. 
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